MADD Celebrates Life
2005 MADD
National Conference
Featuring Over 50 Concurrent Workshops,
Law Enforcement and Youth Tracks,
Third Annual MADD Media Awards
and more.

September 29 - October 1
Washington, DC

General
Information
Special Thanks to our Corporate Sponsors

Conference
Registration
Information
Conference Dates:

September 29 - October 1

Cost:

$525 if received by Aug 12
$600 if received after Aug 12
Registration Deadline Sept 9
No Refunds After Sept 16

Included in Cost:

breakfast and lunch on Friday and
Saturday; dinner on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday;
transportation to MADD on the
Hill and the 25th Anniversary

Victim/Survivor Tribute

2

To Register:

Go to www.madd.org/conference

Questions:

800-GET-MADD

MADD 2005 National Conference

Hotel
Accommodations
1-800-HILTONS
www.hilton.com
$149 Single/Double
$174 Triple/Quad
Plus 14.5% tax

Conference rate is only good if
booked by August 29, 2005.

MADD’s
Key Leadership
Glynn Birch

National President
2005 - 2008
Following the tragic death of his 21-month-old
son to drunk driving, Glynn Birch joined MADD
and was asked to share his story. He has been
sharing it ever since to help protect other
families from this violent crime. Glynn’s election
as the National President of Mothers Against
Drunk Driving (MADD) makes him the first male
and minority president in the organization’s 25-year history. He’s been
volunteering his time and talents for more than 15 years advancing
MADD’s mission at the local, state and national levels.
On May 3, 1988, Glynn’s son, Courtney, was playing with his two older
cousins at his grandmother’s house. Hearing the luring music of an ice
cream truck, Courtney followed his cousins outside. That’s when the
offender’s car came barreling down the street and hit Courtney at 70-miles
per hour, dragging his small body over 150 feet before the car stopped.
Courtney was killed instantly.

Charles A. Hurley
Chief Executive
Officer

Bringing nearly 30 years of experience in
highway safety and the war on drunk driving,
Chuck Hurley will continue his efforts to
protect the roadways and families nationwide
as the Chief Executive Officer of Mothers
Against Drunk Driving (MADD).
Prior to joining MADD in March 2005, Chuck served as the vice president
of the Transportation Safety Group for the National Safety Council and as
the executive director of the Council’s Air Bag and Seat Belt Safety
Campaign. Previously, he served as the senior vice president for
communications at the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety.
In 2004, Chuck received the prestigious J. Stannard Baker Award for
Highway Safety from the International Association of Chiefs of Police for
his lifetime commitment and outstanding contribution to highway safety.

The drunk driver had a blood alcohol level of .26 at the time of the crash
and was driving with a revoked license and three prior DUI convictions.
Glynn’s attorney suggested he contact MADD and with MADD’s help, Glynn
wrote a victim impact statement helping send the offender to 15 years in
prison - the maximum penalty at the time.

A longtime supporter of MADD, Chuck has been involved in the grassroots
organization since the very beginning. He attended MADD’s first national
press conference in Washington, D.C. in 1980, and strongly supported and
assisted in MADD’s efforts to pass the National 21 Minimum Drinking Age
Act in 1984. From 1993 to 1998, Chuck served on the MADD National
Board of Directors and was later named to the MADD National Board of
Advisors.

Following the trial, Glynn began serving as a volunteer speaker for the
MADD Central Florida Chapter in Orlando. He was elected to the chapter’s
Board in 1998, and in 1999, was voted chapter president. Glynn was a
featured speaker at the MADD National Diversity Forum in 1999 and at
several MADD national conferences, served as a trainer for new victim
advocates and represented MADD to numerous groups during his tenure.

Chuck has testified before Congress many times on occupational, highway
and community safety issues. Additionally, he has regularly appeared on
major media networks and in leading newspapers as a spokesperson for
the National Safety Council.

In 2000, Glynn was elected to the MADD National Board of Directors and
has served on various committees. Elected to a second Board term in
2003, Glynn was named the National Vice President of Victim Issues,
where his contribution and leadership helped MADD serve more victims/
survivors as well as recruit and train more victim advocates.

Chuck graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in Political Science from
Dickinson College in Pennsylvania. From 1968 to 1970, he served in the
United States Navy as an intelligence officer in Taipei, Taiwan.
Chuck and his wife Ginnie have three children, Kris, Chuck and Patrick,
and three grandchildren, Maddy, Finn and Timothy.

Glynn lives in Orlando, Florida and has two grown sons and three
grandchildren.
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Conference
Highlights
Thursday
Press Conference
Join us on the steps of the Capital as we celebrate MADD’s 25 years of
saving lives and preventing injuries.
Transportation will be provided from the conference hotel to the Capital on Thursday
morning.

MADD on the Hill
A day of educating your members of Congress on MADD’s priority
legislative issues. MADD members will visit members of Congress and
Staff on Capital Hill to educate them on the issues surrounding stopping
drunk driving, supporting the victims of this violent crime and preventing
underage drinking. This is a great chance to directly impact MADD’s
federal legislative efforts.

Training will be taking place Thursday morning, prior to the bus departure for the press
conference, on MADD’s priorities and how to best get our message across to these key
audiences.

Team Spirit Night
Join your fellow MADD team-mates for a rousing good evening of
recognition, celebration and fun. Come comfortable in casual dress for the
opening dinner Thursday night - a MADD shirt will fit in perfectly. GO
MADD!
MADD Night at the Movies
Join MADD’s School Outreach Program as they present MADD’s newest
multi-media show that is currently touring the country. MADD’s dynamic
shows are seen by hundreds of thousands of elementary, middle and high
school students each year!

Friday
Honoring Our Past Presidents
Join MADD National President Glynn Birch as he honors our Presidents of
the Past for all they did to achieve MADD’s mission and assist in making
us the organization that we are today.
3rd Annual MADD Media Awards
The MADD Media Awards program recognizes media professionals and
organizations for outstanding coverage and the advancement of issues
related to MADD’s mission to stop drunk driving, support the victims of
this violent crime and prevent underage drinking. For the first time, the
MADD Media Awards will be given out in conjunction with our annual
National Conference. Awards will honor 12 winners, chosen among seven
categories of media
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25th Anniversary Victim/Survivor Tribute
MADD’s National Victim Services Department will host this event at the
Ronald Reagan Building and International Trade Center. MADD has been
supporting victims/survivors for twenty-five years. This candlelight vigil
offers a special time to remember, honor and celebrate the lives of loved
ones and friends who have been injured or killed in impaired driving
crashes. You are invited to join us for reflection and comfort at this
ceremony that will foster hope and remembrance.

Transportation will be provided from the Hotel to the Ronald Reagan Building on Friday
evening.

Saturday
General Session
This will be a wonderful opportunity for attendees to come meet and hear
from MADD's new national leadership including incoming Chairman of the
Board, Stephen E. O'Toole, and Chief Executive Officer, Charles “Chuck” A.
Hurley. The session will be geared to reflect on where MADD has been
the past 25 years from immediate past Chairman Cynthia S. Roark and
looking to the next 25 years from the eyes of new national MADD
leaders. This session will be a great time to take pride in MADD's
successes while looking at new opportunities ahead to accomplish MADD's
mission.
An Evening with Vicki Lawrence
Join us as we welcome multi-talented Vicki Lawrence, famed stage and
screen actress and comedienne, as she relays her stories and anecdotes as
only she can.
National President’s Awards:
MADD’s Black and White Gala
Come join us as we celebrate MADD’s 25th Anniversary. Attire for the
evening will be whatever you are most comfortable in from black satin to
black denim. Come one, come all for this Celebration of Life with MADD
as we turn the page to the next 25 years of stopping drunk driving,
supporting the victims of this violent crime and preventing underage
drinking.

Conference
Tracks
Law Enforcement Track

Law enforcement officers are on the front lines of the war on drunk driving and underage drinking every day. To assist
in the work that these important individuals perform, this, the 2nd Annual, Law Enforcement track has been designed
with law enforcement officers and administrators in mind to share new ideas and best practices in their field.
Participants will learn to how to deter and prevent drunk driving more effectively, work with the community to stop
underage drinking and help victim/survivors of alcohol-related crashes.

Friday, September 30

Saturday, October 1

10:00 am – 11:30 am
Enforcing Underage Drinking Laws
Everyone knows that we live in times where there is more work to do
with fewer resources, and the enforcement of underage drinking laws can
seem like an enormous burden. In this workshop experts will explain why
underage enforcement is essential, the important role of zero tolerance and
limited access policies and how it can be accomplished with limited
resources.

10:00am – 12:00pm
Death Notification: Delivering the News with
Compassion for the Bereaved and Concern for the
Messenger
For people who have experienced the sudden death of a loved one, the
memories of how and when they were notified may haunt them for some
time. For most, vivid memories last forever and many believe they could
have been given the news differently. This seminar will bring awareness
to the messenger’s needs as well as to the needs of the people being
informed of a death. You will leave with a greater, more comprehensive
understanding of the needs of the bereaved and a sincere appreciation for
those faced with the difficult role of delivering a proper death notification.

2:15 pm – 3:45 pm
Setting the Stage for Effective DUI
Prosecution: From Arrest to Sentencing
All too often, drunk drivers fall through the cracks of the justice system
after they are arrested. In this workshop, panelists will present best
practices involved in all stages of bringing DUI offenders to justice.
4:15 pm – 5:45 pm
To Deter, Protect and Defend: The Case for
Checkpoints and High-Visibility Enforcement
Research shows that sobriety checkpoints are the most effective technique
that law enforcement has to deter drunk driving and save lives. Research
also shows that they aren't being done because of the misperceptions that
they are too time-consuming, expensive and/or ineffective. Come learn
why checkpoints should be done and how to do them effectively and
inexpensively. Also, come learn how gaining attention for your
enforcement efforts makes the actual enforcement easier and more
effective.

2:15 pm – 3:45 pm
Who Ya Gonna Call? Your DUI Support Team
DUI enforcement can be a lonely area to be in, but it need not be that
way. In this session, you can learn all of the resources that are available
to you from your prosecutors, state government, federal government, media
and MADD. These resources include training, less paperwork, higher
conviction rates and hot cups of coffee on cold nights. Using these
resources and these contacts will make your drunk driving enforcement
efforts more effective and more gratifying.
4:15 pm – 5:45 pm
Law Enforcement and MADD: Working Together
in Helping Victims
Law enforcement is the first point of contact for victims of drunk driving
crashes. You are the key in helping MADD reach and support more
victims who are in dire need of our services. Learn more about the free
services that MADD provides to victims who are in crisis and need
assistance. This workshop offers an opportunity for enforcement officers
and MADD to collaborate on helpful tips and strategies in reaching more
victims.

All workshops (times, titles and descriptions)
are subject to change.

Youth Track

The 4th Annual Youth Track will be a series of interactive workshops, activities and projects that take place throughout the entire
MADD National Conference. It will feature MADD’s Youth In Action program that trains high school students to address
underage drinking and impaired driving through environmental prevention strategies. The track will include hands-on
activities and workshops designed to break down the barriers that hinder underage drinking prevention and train youth and
adult leaders to use techniques that are proven effective. The Youth Track will engage participants with techniques for working
with the media, assisting law enforcement, creating and advocating policy change and the benefits of youth activism. This
element of the National Conference is guaranteed to generate ideas, develop and refine youth and adult leaders and create an
action plan to bring back to your community! This track begins on Wednesday, September 28 at 5:00 pm.
MADD 2005 National Conference
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Conference
Workshops
Friday, September 30
10:00 am – 11:30 am
Here’s Looking at You
What an exciting time it is to be involved in MADD! With a new fiscal
year comes a new structure, renewed energy and new opportunities. We
welcome all to attend this workshop for a chance to learn, interact and
ask questions about the new structure. States who have already begun to
operate under the new MADD structure will be available to share their
stories, answer questions and help you prepare for the exciting journey
ahead.
Involve Youth and Law Enforcement with
One Program
This workshop will focus on one of MADD’s core programs. The session
will include an overview of the Youth In Action Program, law enforcement
recognition projects and results from pilot studies that have been
conducted. There will be discussion as to developing a Youth In Action
Program in your community and description of the Youth In Action Team
Building Kit.
Legal Forms, Forms and More Forms:
Which Legal Form to Use
Confused? Harried? Thinking, “I’m not a lawyer—how should I
know?!” Then this workshop is for you! The workshop provides an
explanation of the different MADD legal forms, why they are necessary
and when and how to use them. Believe it or not, fun, entertaining and
prizes awarded for right answers!
Presenting Highly Effective Impact Panels
Many criminal justice professionals and counseling programs rely upon
MADD Victim Impact Panels to help deter recidivism and educate potential
offenders as to the consequences of dangerous driving behaviors. This
workshop will highlight best practices for achieving Impact Panel goals: to
individualize and humanize the consequences of impaired driving, change
attitudes and behaviors, allow victims/survivors an opportunity to tell
their stories of personal loss, and ultimately save lives and prevent needless injuries.
Public Policy 100: Developing Your Legislative
Network and Agenda
Tired of doing public policy outmanned, outgunned and reactive to what
others say and do? Look no further -- this session will teach you how to
recruit people to help you with public policy with a minimum of time and
effort. It will also teach you how to prepare for legislative session and
get your public policy team marching to the beat of the same drummer.

Taking School Assemblies into the Classroom!
MADD’s dynamic multimedia shows are now available for classroom use!
The new DVD Class Packs are perfect for anyone working with schools.
In fact, come by this workshop and find out how anyone can use MADD’s
multimedia assembly resources AND raise over $4,000… see you soon!
There’s a Forest in Those Trees:
Understanding Your Financial Landscape
Review your state’s sources and uses of funds and begin a plan to
diversify your revenue streams utilizing the approved fundraising
activities.
Using the Internet to Support MADD's Mission
MADD's Web sites have become an integral part of accomplishing our
mission. Whether it's victim support, policy work, fundraising or just
finding information, the Web can assist your chapter in its day-to-day
activities. Then check out MADD's Intranet, a 24/7 resource for internal
documents, logos, informative memos, easy online reporting functions and
more.

2:15 pm – 3:45 pm
All in a Days Work

For Executive Directors only.

Each day we find ourselves challenged with barriers to communication
and staying motivated while motivating others. This workshop explores
the different communication styles found in each of us and the ways to
decrease those barriers that prevent effective communication.
Additionally, this workshop will offer insight and tips on how to motivate
yourself and others while trucking down MADD’s roadway of life. So grab
your keys and driving gloves and get ready to coast through the trials
and successes of being a MADD director.
Case for Giving and Cultivating Better
Relationships
Do you have a two page summary of all that your organization does and
what your vision is for the future? Do you know how much it would cost
to achieve your vision? By creating a case for giving, you will discover
what your dreams are and have a persuasive summary of what it will
cost to achieve them. Every chapter and state organization needs a case
for giving. You will leave this session with a very good start on one.

All workshops (times, titles and descriptions) are subject to change.
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Conference
Workshops
Friday, September 30
2:15 pm – 3:45 pm
Court Monitoring: A Program with Results
This workshop will focus on one of MADD’s core programs. The session
will include a brief overview of information and research gathered in the
two pilot sites as well as discussions on how to develop the program in
your area. The presentation will also include discussion of the Court
Monitoring Kit.
Media Interview Training: The Strategy of
Answering Questions
Fast-paced and interactive, this is the workshop for MADD spokespeople.
From how to speak in “sound bites” to knowing your interview rights, this
session will prepare you to deliver MADD’s messages with credibility and
impact. Newcomers and seasoned “pros” will participate in mock
interviews focusing on the most frequently asked and difficult questions
asked by the media
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism (NIAAA): Alcohol Research
Symposium – Part I

Part II will immediately follow at 4:15pm.

This two part session will feature a series of nationally prominent
researchers and scientists involved in a variety of important topics in
alcohol research. In this two-part series you will hear the latest scientific
research on several drinking and driving deterrence laws, underage
drinking and driving policies, effects of alcohol advertising and alcohol
price and tax issues.

Public Policy 101: Climbing the Capitol Steps
So you want to do public policy? This session will teach you the ins and
outs of doing public policy -- how to communicate with your legislators,
put on lobby days, develop coalitions, understand the legislative process,
use the resources of the MADD Public Policy office and more. It's like
civics class on steroids.
Surviving Traumatic Grief
While grief following the death of a loved one is nearly always intense,
the grief that follows a traumatic death, such as a drunk driving crash,
can overpower the ability of those grieving to feel they can cope and
survive. This workshop examines the nature of traumatic grief and
identifies helpful strategies in the ongoing process of surviving traumatic
experiences.

Understanding Non-Profit Accounting
This workshop will provide an overview of accounting for non-profit
organizations (NPO’s), including NPO rules and regulations, internal
controls, current issues and MADD’s accounting structure. We will also
present an overall understanding of MADD’s financial statements.

4:15 pm – 5:45 pm
Cultural Competency
A victim advocate’s role consists of providing vital one-on-one support
with victims/survivors. An advocate’s ability to communicate effectively
with an individual whose culture is different from their own is critical.
This workshop will focus on recognizing the importance of cultural
competency in victim assistance work. Advocates will gain an
understanding and awareness of cultural assumptions and filters and how
they affect interactions with others.
How to Make an Award Winning Cake
You’ve got the ingredients; we’ve got the recipe to make your current
“fundloser” a fundraiser. You’ll be given the best recipe and utensils to
make your fundraiser net the highest profit, have volunteers begging for a
slice, tempt your sponsors and create the “buzz” in your community about
MADD!
How to Work Effectively with Law Enforcement
This workshop will present information on best practices to prevent drunk
driving from the perspective of law enforcement, and how MADD can
effectively work with community law enforcement organizations.
Law and Order: DUI -- A Mock Case from Start to
Finish
This workshop will simulate a DUI case from traffic stop to verdict. Because knowing the process and its weaknesses will help make
better advocates, this session will show how a field sobriety test is conducted, what an officer looks for in the test and in driving behaviors, and
how to do BAC tests and more from the people who do it every
day. Also, learn from prosecutors how they use evidence in the court
room, how probable cause is used in a courtroom, and how defendants
commonly try to argue against charges and strong responses.

All workshops (times, titles and descriptions) are subject to change.
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Conference
Workshops
Friday, September 30
4:15 pm – 5:45 pm

- continued -

NIAAA: Alcohol Research Symposium – Part II

Continuation of session starting at 2:15pm.

Powerful Public Speaking
You know what to say, but do you know how to say it with impact and
confidence? Gain tips and tools for overcoming your fears, speaking with
authority and connecting with your audience. You will also learn
speechwriting techniques for an easier writing process. This practical
workshop is a must for everyone.
Site Seeing: A Guided Tour to Creating Your Web
Site
The hard part has already been done, so come learn how you can create
a Web site for your MADD entity -- at no cost. If you can use Word, we
can get you started in this non-technical introduction. Come and find out
how easy it is to set up and maintain this critical communication tool.

Saturday, October 1
2:15 pm – 3:45 pm
Finding Fiscal Fitness: MADD in Motion
MADD leaders from across the country will provide information and
insight on raising unrestricted revenue. Collectively, these panelists have
increased the unrestricted revenue in their annual budgets over 80% in
two years. Shouldn’t you be doing this? Come and find out how you
can.
Here’s Looking at You
What an exciting time it is to be involved in MADD! With a new fiscal
year comes a new structure, renewed energy and new opportunities. We
welcome all to attend this workshop for a chance to learn, interact and
ask questions about the new structure. States who have already begun to
operate under the new MADD structure will be available to share their
stories, answer questions and help you prepare for the exciting journey
ahead.

Keep Alcohol Away from Youth and Give Them
Reasons to Say No
This workshop will present successful prevention strategies by limiting
youth access to alcohol AND by giving young people the science and skills
to make healthy decisions about alcohol. Learn environmental prevention
and population-level prevention theories, and best practices to put these
proven strategies to work in your community.
Media Advocacy: Essentials of Media Relations
to Further MADD’s Mission
This session will cover the basics of how to build productive relationship
with reporters and will arm participants with tools to effectively influence
MADD’s issues and policy goals through media advocacy.
Providing Vital Outreach to Victims/Survivors
How do we reach victims/survivors of drunk driving crashes? There are
many victims/survivors who are in dire need of the services we provide,
but they may not know about MADD’s best kept secret…MADD Victim
Services. This workshop will focus on tips to reach victims/survivors,
including underserved victims/survivors who are injured. Advocates will
learn effective strategies in networking with key partners to reach these
underserved victims/survivors.
Public Policy 200: Stats, Studies, and Science
The title may put you to sleep or bring up painful college memories, but
the session sure will not. In this session, we will explore cosmic MADD
questions like "why does MADD believe what it believes?" and "how do
can I best present a case for my legislation?" You will learn the ins and
outs of major policy issues like primary seat belt legislation, sobriety
checkpoints, underage drinking laws, graduated drivers licensing and more;
plus, you will learn how to effectively use research to get your point
across. And, believe it or not, we will actually have fun doing it!
Underage Drinking Prevention through Policy and
Community Change
This workshop will focus on effective policy and environmental controls
that have been found highly effective in limiting youth access to
alcohol. Recent research will be presented and panelists will discuss how
to make such programs possible in your communities.

All workshops (times, titles and descriptions) are subject to change.
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Conference
Workshops
Saturday, October 1
4:00 pm – 5:30 pm
Understanding Non-Profit Accounting
This workshop will provide an overview of accounting for non-profit
organizations (NPO’s), including NPO rules and regulations, internal
controls, current issues and MADD’s accounting structure. We will also
present an overall understanding of MADD’s financial statements.

Taking School Assemblies into the Classroom!
MADD’s dynamic multimedia shows are now available for classroom use!
The new DVD Class Packs are perfect for anyone working with schools.
In fact, come by this workshop and find out how anyone can use MADD’s
multimedia assembly resources AND raise over $4,000… see you soon!

Creating the Right Message for Everyone
This workshop will present MADD’s new diversity initiatives including: a
Spanish-language campaign for parents, other efforts in the Latino
community, efforts in Native American community and efforts in the
African-American community. Project descriptions will be given and
suggestions made to strengthen diversity outreach in your community.

Volunteering: Everybody Can Do Something
Ever wonder why some people volunteer? Or why others don’t? Ever
catch yourself thinking, “If we just had more volunteers?” This workshop
will stress the importance of recruitment, retention and recognition of
volunteers. Also covered will be the importance of creating a welcoming
and supportive climate for volunteers of all backgrounds and where to
find the right volunteers for MADD.

Hot Topics and Burning Issues in Public Policy
What will go on in this workshop? Because we will be covering what is
new and exciting in public policy, we aren't really sure yet! What we
can tell you is that we will cover the status of federal legislation, new
tools for you to use in your policy efforts and ways to work with law
enforcement. Then, we will open the mics for your comments and burning
issues; it's a chance to get all of your questions answered about public
policy.
How to Cultivate Your Garden
Come take a walk through the direct mail process where we plant our
donor seeds, and learn how we further feed and water our donors in order
to grow major gifts and bequests.
Media Advocacy: Essentials of Media Relations
to Further MADD’s Mission
This session will cover the basics of how to build productive relationship
with reporters and will arm participants with tools to effectively influence
MADD’s issues and policy goals through media advocacy.
Taking Care of You
Victim advocacy work can be challenging and requires a lot of emotional
time spent with victims/survivors. The concern and caring that make
MADD victim advocates so special can also be a source of stress in their
lives. Sometimes victim advocates are faced with sacrificing their own
well being for the needs of others. In this workshop, learn to identify
those stressors and how to cope with them.
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All workshops (times, titles and descriptions) are subject to change.
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